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Artificially p_oducedelectron beams have been usedextensively during the

: past decade as a means of probing the magnetosphere (ref. i), and more recently as

a means of actively controlling spacecraft potential.(ref. 2) Experimentation in .... i]
these areas has proven valuable, yet at times confusing, due to the interaction of

, the electro_ beam w££h the ambient plasma. The OSS-I/STS-3 _Lssion in March 1982 J
pr_vided_a unique opportunity to study beam-pLasma interactions at an altitude of
240 km. On board for this mission was a Fast PUlSe Electron Generator (FPEG),
which served as part of Utah State University's Vehicle Charging. and Potential ex-
periment. Measurements made by the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) while extended
on the Orbiter RMS show modifications of the ion and electron energy distributions
during electron beam injeetion,__

[= this paper, some of the observations made by charged particle detectors are .................................
discussed and related to measurements of Orbiter potential. The paper is divided
into three sections. A brief description of several of the PDP instruments appears
first, followed by a section describing the joint PDP/FPEG experiment. The third ......................
section consists of observations-made during electron beam injection.

INSTRUMENTATION

The PDP carries a wide range o£ instruments for the measurement of pressure,.
waves, fields, and particles. A discussion of these instruments and some of the
preliminary results of the mission can be found in Shawhan et al. (ref. 3). Of in-
terest for this discussion are the charged particle detectors, and to a lesser ex-
tent, instruments used to measure electric potential and the geomagnetic field in
the vicinity of the Orbiter.

The Low Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy Analyzer (LEPEDEA) is a
curved plate detecto_ capable of detecting ions and electrons with energies between
2 eV and 36 keY. It is nearly identical to instruments flown on ISEE-I and ISEE-Z,
The energy resolution of LEPEDEAis AE/E - 0.16, and 1.6 see. is required for a
complete energy scan. The LEPEDEAfields of view are shown in figure i. The seven
detectors are sampled simultaneously and together have a field of view of 6 degrees
by 162 degrees.
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_ An-electron fluxmeCer ts also Included in the PDP for de_ecClon of electro_,.
This instrument samples the electron flux independent of energy ten times per sec-
ond_ The £1uxmater t_ directed o_poslte to the LEP_DEA_ I_ _las a wide _leido£
view with low-angular..reso_u_on,

*_: Electric fields w_re measured, by two 20 em spherical.probes separated by 1.6m..._
She average potentioJ, between, these spheres was-measured relative to OrlKter ground
eith a range of ± 8.2v. ghen the--PDP was extended on. the RMS_ this. potentiaL-was a
measure of the plasma potential in _-_ vicinity o£ the PDP.

A trlaxial £1uxgate magcnetometer was used to measuro magnetic fields. The
, magnetometer sampled the magnetic field-A0-t.tmes each seeond_ along each of ice

3 axes withe resolution of ±12 mgauss.

THE JOINT-PDP_.RF._.EXPERIN_T

Joint operations between the PDP and-the FPEG were conducted while the Orbiter
was lRa nose-to-sun attitude with & roll rate of twice per ocbtt (see figure 2).
For the experiment discussed in_this paper, the FPE_ _mitted a 50-mA,. l-keV, unmod-
ulated electron beam. A total of eleven emissions occurred under,both daytime and

7 nighttime conditions and a_ various i_jection_pitch angles with each emission ap-
proximately fifteen minutes in duration. During these injections, the PDP was de-

_i_ ployed on the Orbiter RHS and movedabout the Orbiter ln-an effort to locate the
_ beam.

_ The primary instrument for location of the beam was a_ electron fluxmeter to--

cared o_the opposite slde of the FDP from the LEPEDEA. During the search for the
=:. beam, the fluxmeterwas pointed downwar_t_ward the FPEG aperture in the Orbiter

bay wttlchleft the LEPEDEA looking away from the electro_ beam. Because of tills
.... orientation, the LEPEDEA did not detect primacy beam electrons. At times, however,
= the PDe was _otated through 90 degrees about its spin axis (see figure 1) which al-
_" ]rowedthe LEPEDEAto view a range of particle pitch angles Includlng primary
: particles.

. OBSERVATIONS

Because of changing Orbiter attitude (twice per orbit roll rate) and varla-
- tions In the geomagnetic f_eld over the course of an orbit, a wide range of injec-

tion pitch angles were observed. Calculations by J. Sojka of Utah State University
show that for injection pitch angles greater than about 60 degrees (depending on.

. the precise beam-orbiter orlentatlon), the beam intercepted the Orbiter surface.
: At angles less than this the beam escaped, Qualitative analysis of cha_ged partl-

cI_ and potentlal measurements made by the PDP support thls analysls.

Ambient electrons (photoelectrons) were detected wlth energies up to about
80 eV during the day and I0 eV at night, while tons were seen at energies princi-
pally below IO eV during both day and night. During beam injection at angles less
than 30 degrees, intense fluxes of electrons were detected at energies up to the
primary beam energy of I keY. Virtually no Ions were seen at these times. En-
hanced electron fluxes were observed at all points accessible to the PDP. However,
due to the limited reach of the RHS, no measurements were mad_ at distances g_eater
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I.... tha_ 7m from the beam. For beam. injection, at angles greater than 60 degrees, the
": measur_t ion and electron fluxes often resembled the_Y_ku_ seen-with _he beam off,

... Meas.urements o_ Orbiter potential during small angle injection-also differed-
' from the ambient case_. _en tim bema was-off, the Orbiter pote_tial relative to

the nearby plasma.remained._ ±8,2v consistent w_th V x B • L (ref_ 3). When the

--_( beam was. injected at less. titan 30 degrees, the potential was. ogfscale and positive,
- and dropped below the maximum meaSurable value 6f 8.2v only at the nmximum distance
'-" ' f_om the beam of 7m. Potentials during larve angle injection,--were generally near-
i - er to those measured with the beam off,

[ The observations tend to support the claim that the beam did escape from the
i...' near vicinity o_ the Orbiter for smaLt angle injection, but did not at larger an-

[_ gles. The enhanced electron flux and elevated potential associated with small an-
,4

_,_ : gle injection may be due to escape of the beam. If this-is so, the large angle
i_ _ conditions which were so similar to ambient_ conditions could be due to the electron
_;-._._ beam impacting the Orbiter rather than escaping. In this case, almost all of the

i.

_ _ beam current is collected so that the disturbance is loc_lized_and the Orbiter doesi • :

C':_.,f not need to charge.
i ._'

r_ Figure 3 shows the measured flux during one of these rotations which took
_::!_: place at a distance of 7m from the center of the beam. Since this distance is

,"_, roughly twice the gyroradius of a I keV electron travelling perpendicular to the

,'_?i: magnetic field, these measurements must be of electrons outside of the primary
_:_ beam. The angles shown in figure 3 are the pitch angles of electrons as they were

_. detected by the LEPEDEA. Angles-greater than 90 degrees correspond to electrons
_._' travelling down the field lines from.the direction, in which the beam was injected.

_._

_: Angles less than 90 degrees indicate electrons moving up the field L_ the same di-
_ling._ rection as the outgoing beam. Although pitch angles less than 30 degrees and
:__; greater than 140 degrees were not sampled, this f_gure seems to show a net r_t,trn

_r,._ of electrons along the field lines from the direction in which the beam was in-:?..
-i,_ jetted indicating that more current returns from the upper hemisphere during up-

on:" wards injection than from the lower. ............
i
_::: Based on this preliminary analysis of measurements made during electron beam
[--!.

emission, it appears that the electron beam did escape from the Orbiter. These es- .
_", capes induced positive Orbiter potentials, and were associated with enhanced fluxes

_- of electrons. During escape of the beam, there is evidence that there was a net
_ flow of electrons along themagnetlc fleld from the direction in which the beam was

"I:T"I injected.

i_:.
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Figure i. - LEPEUEA fields of view.
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Ftgure 2. - STS-3 orbit attitude, March 24, 1982 - nose to Sun with twtce per
orbtt roll rate.
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Ftgure 3. - Electron flux 7 m from beam (2 eV < E < 36 keY).
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